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CCNP Support Study Guide Exam 640-506Sybex, 2000
Get ready for your future today! Cisco's new Support exam is a requirement for the Cisco Certified Network Professional (CCNP) program. With full coverage of all exam objectives, you'll learn techniques and strategies for baselining and troubleshooting an environment using Cisco routers and switches for multiprotocol client hosts and servers. The...
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Network Routing: Algorithms, Protocols, and ArchitecturesMorgan Kaufmann, 2007
In the span of a quarter-century, network routing in communication networks has evolved tremendously. Just a quarter-century ago, the public switched telephone network (PSTN) was running hierarchical routing, ARPANET routing was operational, and the telecommunication infrastructure had fixed static transport routes. In the 1980s, we saw the first...
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CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, Third EditionSybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new CCNA exam, 640-607. Written by a Cisco internetworking expert who knows exactly what it takes to pass the test, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam objectives  Configuration practice with a Router Fundamentals...
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The Merb WayAddison Wesley, 2009
“Foy is a gifted writer and his descriptions of the philosophies that( impacted the design and implementation of Merb are definitely useful to( everyone affected by the changes in Rails 3.”

–Obie Fernandez, Series Editor

 

...
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Honeypots and Routers: Collecting Internet AttacksAuerbach Publications, 2015

	
		As the number of Internet-based consumer transactions continues to rise, the need to protect these transactions against hacking becomes more and more critical. An effective approach to securing information on the Internet is to analyze the signature of attacks in order to build a defensive strategy. This book explains how to...
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CCNP Switching Study Guide (2nd Edition; Exam 640-604 with CD-ROM)Sybex, 2002
Here's the book you need to prepare for Cisco's new Switching exam, 640-604. Written by Cisco internetworking experts who can help you master the skills and acquire the knowledge needed to approach the test with confidence, this Study Guide provides:
Assessment testing to focus and direct your studies In-depth coverage of official exam...
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The Illustrated Network: How TCP/IP Works in a Modern Network (The Morgan Kaufmann Seris in Metworking)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
"This book provides a diverse and solid foundation that will be 
immensely beneficial to new network engineers, those looking for a 
refresher or developers" 
-- Alan Young, Google, Network Surveillance Team

"i haven't had time to read the manuscript...
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Complete Vue.js 2 Web Development: Practical guide to building end-to-end web development solutions with Vue.js 2Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Become a pro in creating modern interactive web applications using this JavaScript framework

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the exciting features of Vue.js 2 through interesting examples and practical recipes
	
			Craft highly modular applications using design patterns and the component...
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Cisco multicast routing and switchingMcGraw-Hill, 1999
Another offering in the Cisco Technical Expert series, this book provides a  good introduction to IP multicasting and Cisco routers. The important protocols  for multicast service are covered in detail, including a discussion on the  Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) and the Cisco Group Management  Protocol (CGMP). Following...
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Nortel Guide to VPN Routing for Security and VoIPJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Here's your handbook to Nortel VPN Router

If you're a beginning-to-intermediate-level networking professional, this guide lays the groundwork you need to establish and manage your network with VPN Router. Everything is here—hardware, software, laboratory set-ups, real-world examples, and, most importantly, advice gleaned from the...
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Linux Web Server Development: A Step-by-Step Guide for Ubuntu, Fedora, and other Linux DistributionsCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	Linux Web Server Development will teach you how to build a Linux Web server from scratch using Free/Open Source programs. The only requirement is a computer with an Internet connection. You will learn how to: • download and set up a Linux Web server • configure your router and Operating System • register and configure a Dynamic...
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CCNP Practical Studies: RoutingCisco Press, 2002
Practice for the CCNP BSCI exam with hands-on, networking lab scenarios

	Ramp up your routing know-how with more than 40 practical lab scenarios 
	Reinforce your CCNP exam preparation with step-by-step, hands-on router configuration 
	Get up to speed with advanced OSPF and IS-IS configuration,...
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